
Institution Section Comments Action DESCRIPTION

Data 

Methodology

The Browse Data page could usefully add some short 

basic text explaining what GHG is. Pop up "bubble text 

boxes" as well dor a quick definition of the Subdomains 

comprise.  Also why is there no summary methodology 

available for GHG on the Methods & Standard page? It is 

also silly to have the "landing" page for Methods & 

Standards fall on "Abbreviations" which is largely irrelevant 

and probably only pointed to because the word starts with 

the letter "A"

Accepted

The name of the domains was modified to "Emissions-Agriculture" and 

"Emissions-Land use'', in response to this and several similar comments 

received. Secondly,  FAOSTAT viewing options were changed so that both 

general and methodological descriptions are now more readily found by users. 

In particular a short explanatory sentence was added to each data page 

selected, making sure that methodologies can also be found in the appropriate 

sections as well as via the download page.

Metadata
The Download data tab should probably be renamed as 

Download Data/Metadata

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you for this comment. However it was checked with FAOSTAT staff that 

the current terminology for the download tab is clear and self-explanatory

Data functions

Why use 3 decimal places and why no " , " for 

thousands??  As presented figures are hard to read 

quickly. Why, if I choose European Union as a region only 

the Gigagrams timeseries changes BUT NOT the 

Emissions by Continent and the Top 10 Emitters sections. 

If the user wants to know what is going on the the EU, all 

three presentations should consistently show/reflect EU, 

no?? The same applies to country specific selections.  The 

"Compare Data" function  is dependent on the "element" 

that is selected. Seems not all are elements shown are 

relevant to the subdomain (enteric fermentation was 

tested) so therefore why show the irrelevant elements, 

which only highlight data that do not exist??

Accepted

Graphic displays were modified so that all fixed information independent of user 

choice (such as regional growth rates and pie charts, as well as top-ten 

rankings, appear separately from those features that are option dependent, 

such as for instance emissions by animals. Treatment of decimal figures and 

comma separation options are being implemented. 

Graphical 

content

Emissions by continent could usefully show the "largest" 

two countries in each. For Example for "Americas" it is 

usually USA and someone else.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Not applicable at the moment; however we may consider this suggestion as 

FAOSTAT options evolve, over the coming months.

Enteric 

Fermentation

Enteric It would be useful to give the user a clue as to what 

this is. Out of curiosity I did a google query in a document 

was produced "Good Guidelines…." (http://www.ipcc-

nggip.iges.or.jp/public/gp/bgp/4_1_CH4_Enteric_Fermenta

tion.pdf) where it is stated… "Livestock are a significant 

source of global methane (CG4) emissions. The amount of 

methane emitted is driven by the number of animals, the 

type of digestive system, and the type and amount of feed 

consumed"   And why is this not showing in the Glossary 

under Methods & Standards???

Accepted

A brief descriptive sentence was added both to the glossary as well as to the 

browse page of each emitting category. Metadata descriptions, item 

classifications and glossary definitions have now been implemented.
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General 

comment

To the average user, titles like “trade” and “population” 

transmit a clear meaning; titles like “GHG LULUCF”, 

although technically fully correct, do not and are jargon-

like. I would therefore suggest to use more easily 

understandable terms, such as:

“Emissions agriculture”

“Emissions LULUCF” 

These will probably remain within the maximum number of 

characters allowed and would from a communication point 

of view be more understandable. Replacing “LULUCF” by 

“land use change” will probably be too long and “land 

changes” too cryptic.

Accepted
Thank you. The name of the domains was modified to "Emissions-Agriculture" 

and "Emissions-Land use''
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General 

comment (no 

access)

On Windows IE it’s immediately obvious the layout is not 

functioning as anticipated. The windows overlap in a 

strange way and none of the buttons that I presume would 

be functional are active. Sorry for not using the attached 

form, but I think this is a bit more basic a problem.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

At the moment FAOSTAT supports Microsoft Internet Explorer only from version 

8 onward. Some technical improvements are on going in order to assure 

compatibility also with Windows 7.
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General 

comment (no 

access)

FYI: this link is not working in Firefox or Chrome. The 

message is: Proxy Error: Error reading from remote server.
Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.
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General 

comment (no 

access)

In attempting to access the FAOSTAT GHG database 

(using Mozilla Firefox, as instructed) I have met with an 

access error

Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Graphical 

content

Would it be relevant to present the information conveyed 

by the maps not only in absolute but also in relative terms, 

dividing the total country emissions by some relevant 

metric (nb of inhabitants, total agricultural production, total 

value of agricultural production, etc.) ? Using absolute 

values inevitably leads to put the focus on big countries…

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you for this important comment. FAOSTAT will soon offer a section that 

will allow the user to compute own indicators by comparing emission data 

among countries and regions, but also by using other FAOSTAT data domains 

to arrive at indicators, for instance, such as GHG emissions/unit product. We 

plan to explore with countries the interest towards a common set of indicators 

other than absolute emission figures, and will implement those that receive 

wide support.

Browse data

The sum/average option is not needed (it is also the case 

for our price domain, we have indicated this several times 

to the FAOSTAT team and they still did not resolve the 

issue…)

Accepted

Thank you. The average/sum option was set in default to average--it is 

acknowledged nonetheless that the function ''sum'' does not work on the 

graphs. This is a FAOSTAT issue and we have alerted the FAOSTAT team to 

this end.

Graphical 

content

The growth rates presented in the table below the map are 

annual average growth rates or just the simple 2010/1990 

changes ? Given the values, they look like average growth 

rates but I think this should be specified.

Accepted A note to identify the method of the growth rate is being added under the table.

Data functions
Always in the table, given the uncertainty levels, I think 

rounding up the growth rates to one decimal is sufficient.
Accepted Thank you. The modification has been implemented.

Data 

Methodology

Great- but the methodology does not appear when I select 

it in the methodology box. It tells me about crop production 

/ area etc instead. There is no menu itemto select to get 

information on the GHG methods used. This needs fixing.

Accepted
Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented.

Metadata Excellent - love it. Accepted Thank you!

Data 

Methodology

Download did not work when I clicked it. There should be a 

timer to show something is happenin g (if it is) - or the 

system need a debug to allow download to occur (if it is 

not happening)

Accepted Thank you. The modification has been implemented.

Graphical 

content
Excellent - love it. Accepted Thank you

Data Relevance Highly relevant Accepted Thank you

Download (no 

access)
Not possible to download them Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Data functions Good Accepted Thank you
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Graphical 

content

Sudan appears as one country, although a "South Sudan" 

label is visible at some zoom level (check out also the 

maps that appear when selecting Sudan, Sudan (former) 

and South Sudan in the Countries/Areas drop-down list).

When composed by several words, X axis labels in bar 

charts tend to overlap or extend over neighbors.

CO2 should be CO2 (subscript "2").

Data balloons floating on charts should have figures with 

thousands separator.

Shouldn't "Agricultural Soils" appear also in the left 

column? Actually sometimes the relation between the 

items in the left column and the varying content of the 

Countries/Areas drop-down list seems confusing.

xls tables downloaded from the browse page lack theme 

title.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you for the useful comments. They have been submitted to FAOSTAT IT 

staff for implementation in the near future.
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Graphical 

content

I can’t provide any content specific feedback, but I do have 

a comment on the way data are displayed. I don't think our 

Organization should use a Mercator map projection to 

display global data (with the only exception of nautical 

charts, maybe, for which Mercator projection has a 

function): please consider applying UN cartographic 

standards and, in particular, an Equal Area projection (like 

Mollweide).

Considered/Not 

Accepted

FAOSTAT uses the projection EPSG:3857, which is a Spherical Mercator 

projection used by web services to access data from Google or 

OpenStreetMap. The choice is required to allow use of data layers available 

through web map services to display background maps.

Data 

Methodology

The database is user friendly. It would be useful if you 

provide data limitations and uncertainties right at the 

beginning. If you want the tool to be interactive (so that it 

can be constantly updated) please include a guidance on 

how to interact with FAO or directly with the database. If 

data for a country in not available, please highlight "not 

available" (e.g. some information about  Djibouti is 

missing)

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. The codification for missing values was implemented. We have 

added a note on uncertainty on each metadata sheet. More work on displaying 

data uncertainty is ongoing and will be implemented in coming months.

Metadata (no 

access)

is not always available, thus I couldn't review it. I didn't get 

the pdf with the metadata information (using Firefox)
Accepted

Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented.

Graphical 

content

The country specific maps don't provide more information 

than the general ones. It would be very good if the country 

maps could deliver geographic information about where 

happes what (e.g. areas of deforestation, areas of crop 

management, etc) Will be possible to copy/import 

graphics?

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. The geo-spatial functions are not applicable at the moment: the 

database displays national level data. Maps cannot be downloaded currently 

but it is envisaged. Increased spatial features for specific spatially rich data 

(such as organic soils) are under planning.

Data Relevance

Getting this level of harmonization in the information is a 

great step forwards. The efforts of the MAGHG are greatly 

appreciated

Accepted Thank you

Download GHG 

LULUCF - forest 

land

It would be very useful if the database provides information 

on sequestration rates, even if ths data could be calculated 

using the information currently provided.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Currently the database does not offer information on mitigation potentials, such 

as for instance carbon sequestration rates in soils under specific management 

practices. More details on soil C will be made available as the sub-domain 

''cropland'' is further developed in 2013.

Download GHG 

LULUCF - forest 

land

It would be usefull if the information can be downloaded 

not only per years but for periods
Accepted

In fact, data can be downloaded for any desired time period, as long as it is 

understood that yearly data over the selected period will still be provided.

Download GHG 

LULUCF - forest 

land

It would be useful to include information about harvested 

wood products? Is that planed?

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. Emissions from forest remaining forest, including from harvested 

wood products, are planned for inclusion in 2013.

Browse data 

GHG LULUCF - 

forest land

In Items, consider including also data on sequestration and 

deforestation rates, and not only on "net forest conversion" 

(by items). For many users this dissagregation is key

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Use of FAOSTAT and FRA data does not yet allow separation of these data 

categories for all years. It will be implemented when such data granularity is 

available

Download 

section

It is not evident how to access methodology sheets. Why is 

it not possible to see them from 'Standard download'?
Accepted

Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented
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Download 

section (website)

I could switch from 'Classic' mode to 'Wizard' but not back 

to 'Classic'
Accepted Fixed

Download 

section (website)

The 'close' button on the 'Selection mode' windows does 

not appear 
Accepted Fixed

Download 

section (website)

There is a missing image close to ‘Selection mode’  

[Wizard/Classic] option
Accepted Fixed

Download 

section (website)

I didn't understand how to make a graph showing the % of 

different agricultural emission sources in one country or 

region (both sections).

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

The Agriculture domain currently lacks emissions from prescribed burning of 

savannahs (to be included in 2013), so that % total emissions cannot be fully 

derived. Any other % function must in any case be manipulated by the user via 

download functions. The missing emission category as well as a pie chart with 

% total emissions will be implemented in 2013.

Data 

comparison

I see that the total emissions estimated are a bit lower than 

the estimation we did for the Energy-smart Food 

publication of last year. ‘Your’ 4.69 GtCO2-eq for farming 

should be compared with the 6.1 GtCO2-eq we estimated, 

including energy emissions (0.6 GtCO2-eq for energy 

consumption on farm)

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

See above. With emissions from savannah burning, which the IPCC (2007) 

estimated at about 700 MtCO2 eq., your figure and the GHG database figure 

are fully consistent.

Data 

Methodology

There appears to be a lack of information available on data 

methodology for the GHG parts of the database.  As a 

general comment regarding data methodology information 

for other parts of the database, the information is useful 

but could be more readily accessible if some formatting 

could be implemented (that is, separating paragraphs, 

points, etc. rather than having one large block of text).

Accepted
Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented

Metadata

Information on abbreviations and glossary are good (note 

that there are two glossary entries for Land Use, suggest 

these be reconciled and only one included).  Information 

on Classifications could be more robust, with links to the 

complete classification (including definitional material) 

where available.  Also, links to particular references would 

be useful (eg in Classification of Manurre Management, 

Item 1096|Horses|equus caballus, See 866 - there is no 

indication on this page to what 866 is or where to find it).  

Gigagrams is not a measure regularly used in Australia - 

the glossary would benefit from a conversion to other 

commonly used measures.  Information on where data has 

been sourced, and links, where available, to that source 

data would be of benefit to the users of the database.

Accepted

Thank you. First, metadata descriptions, classification and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented. Second, we may consider other units depending 

on country feedback such as this one. At the moment we are reporting using 

the most common reporting framework of UNFCCC.

Data functions

Browse data is informative and easy to use.  Search data 

had some issues (eg a warning message: Unresponsive 

script appeared about half way through some searches)  

At least one person had difficulty in downloading data.

Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Graphical 

content

Overall the database is easy to understand and navigate.  

Graphs and adata are presented in a way that allow 

understanding from a broad range of users and 

interpretation of the data does not require an intricate 

knowledge of statistical methods.  Tables build quickly and 

the visual representation aid in understanding.  In some 

instances, the quality of the graphics make it difficult to 

differentiate lines on a graph and the colours used on 

country/world maps are not easy to match to the key scale.  

Currently there is not a lot of metadata (or data source 

information) to support the graphs depicted.

Accepted
Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented
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Data Relevance

The content of the database will be useful in 

understanding the international context of GHG emissions 

for the ABS and key Australian data users.The variables 

provided in GHG Agriculture align with information themes 

required in the Australian context to support evidence 

based policy development in relation to Climate Change.  

Data sources and quality information will improve the 

relevance of the presented data.

Accepted Thank you

Data 

Methodology

The existing metadata is presumably deliberately short. I 

think there needs to be more explanation on the system on 

how the data was calculated and how it should be used 

and limitations to its use. There are potential 

misunderstandings of the numbers from FAO and how 

they differ from countries that need to be carefully 

explained to avoid potential misunderstanding and misuse 

of the data. Some of the comments in the email below 

about relations to UNFCCC reports could be useful on the 

site itself – maybe a pop-up on first use (or even get the 

user to click to say they understand the limitations but that 

may be a bit strong?).

In addition, some worked examples of the calculations 

from FAOSTAT data through to the final numbers in the 

database would be very useful.

Accepted

Thank you. Several improvements have been implemented to this end. The 

landing page under Download is now explicitly indicating the objective of the 

database. The information of the landing page could be downloaded also in the 

Browse page. Similar information has been reported also in the metadata.

Metadata

I found the metadata hard to find. I eventually found it but 

wasn’t expecting it to be under the DOWNLOAD data 

section. It should be clearly visible from the pages where 

people are viewing the data and not so hidden. 

There should be more active hyperlinks to the locations of 

the source data in FAO, e.g. FRA data is also in FAOSTAT 

and has its own online database with some different 

functions. FRA team and others may be able to help with 

these to improve the documentation and usefulness of the 

system. I have some other more detailed comments on the 

system and text that I will suggest and send through later.

Accepted

Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented.

Metadata sheets have been improved with improved specifications on the 

FAOSTAT origin of the activity data.

Data functions

i) Data functions;

Most of the functions of the system were quite intuitive and 

worked well.

A few comments – 

I did not find the Download Wizard very easy to follow (but 

I didn’t spend long trying when it was not clear to me how it 

worked). Perhaps it has not been completed – or I did not 

select the right data, but I got some results with “no data”?

http://fenixapps.fao.org/fenix-

web/home/home.html#DOWNLOAD 

The OUTPUT TYPE in the Wizard had two choices – Pivot 

and Table, is a chart also possible here?

Accepted

Thank you. Download Wizard functions are being improved. FAOSTAT is 

further working on an HELP/Tutorial section for facilitating access to the new 

functions. 

The Download utilities of FAOSTAT however are limited to data dissemination 

and not of graphic products.
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Graphical 

content

The graphical content that is there is excellent and 

potential to export is also very easy which will make the 

data very usable.

A few comments – 

I would have liked to see some time series charts of 

emissions on the main default page – say global line chart 

with the top 10 emitters from 1990, or 2000 to 2010? Like 

the national crop production charts. 

The global map should have the default startup and 

maximum extent showing all countries only once – 

currently it is possible to zoom out to show the world 3 

times over (i.e. 3 South Americas). 

I don’t think the % need to be to 2 decimal places – whole 

numbers is usually enough and better reflects the likely 

accuracy.

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. Time charts are available for total, annex I and non-Annex I 

countries as default, as well as user selected country/areas. However top-ten 

countries rankings may change over time so it is not clear how to include them 

into a time-series map.  We may consider this at a later time.

The zoom function of the map is now set accordingly. The default view allows to 

see Pacific Islands States fully.

We maintain that two-decimal growth trends are useful--we may consider 

reducing the information if more requests are received over time. 

Data relevance
The MAGHG database is potentially a very useful set of 

data and an important, welcome addition to FAOSTAT.
Accepted Thank you

General 

comment

I provide some quick initial comments below according to 

the headings you asked and will send more details through 

later. Some of these things may be best discussed in an 

interactive user testing session. Maybe this has been 

done, but if not could be a useful suggestion and an 

efficient way to get feedback and improve the system.

Accepted Thank you

Data 

Methodology
I am not able to make any comment Accepted Thank you

Metadata

I found it easy to consult and the explanatory text is just 

the right length; although I do not have the expertise to 

evaluate the methodology aspect. 

Accepted Thank you

Data functions Fine Accepted Thank you

Graphical 

content

Clear content. About the appearance, I would repeat the 

unit (and this should be for all the domains) when 

dowloading the data. Then I cannot read the titles of the 

tools on the left hand side of the screen, as these do not fit 

on it (I know they are working on it).  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. The download from the graphs is under a review process and your 

suggestion is going to be implemented in the coming weeks.

The same for the pop-ups.

Data Relevance I am not able to make any comment Accepted Thank you

General 

comment

Two general (for all domains) remarks about the 

appearance (i.e.: the titles of the tools at the right hand 

side are not readable as not fitting properly on the screen, I 

know they are working to fix it; the unit, I would repeat it 

when viewing/downloading the graphs data). 

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

This is a very good comment. FAOSTAT is working on implementing such 

useful features over the coming months.

GHG LULUCF 

Metadata 

Cropland

The definition of temporary crops is repeated twice. 

Concerning Permanent crops definition, this is not strictly 

in compliance with the present FAOSTAT definition; I am 

referring to including the agro-forestry systems. I would be 

rather cautious, in fact as far as I know, an agro-forestry 

system could be for silvopasture use and thus falling under 

pasture land or for planting annual crops in the space 

among trees or for shading of crops, usually, coffee (and 

therefore classified under permanent crops) but also maize 

(and therefore classified under annual crops). I would seek 

for further advice on this. I would also like to point out, if it 

can be of use, that the present FAOSTAT data on organic 

agriculture do not cover land occupied by wild collection; 

this is in line with FiBL recommendation.  

Accepted Thank you! Revised definition implemented.
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Data functions

The web interface seems glitchy, with labels on some 

buttons not appearing even though they function (e.g. 

"Download" button initiating download, even if it the label 

does not appear when on the DOWNLOAD DATA page). 

Data availability also seems unstable. For example, earlier 

in the week, data from the "Rice Cultivation" were not 

appearing as either previews or as downloadable options. 

This morning, they are downloadable. Similar case with 

data elements for the "Burning Crop Residues" domain.

Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Graphical 

content

Used primarily DOWNLOAD DATA - GHG Agriculture 

page. The interface was relatively intuitive. However, when 

trying to access large data sets, there was no indication of 

whether the data was actually being recalled or if the portal 

had crashed. This can be relevant since large datasets do 

take time to load, and the portal had crashed on me twice. 

In the older FAOSTAT portal, for example, there was a 

message that notified users that data was being accessed.

Accepted Thank you. A timer has been implemented.

Data Relevance

Highly relevant. Data elements map very closely to 

categories used in agriucltural data inputs used to update 

GTAP Database of Non-CO2 GHG.

Accepted Thank you

Enteric 

Fermentation

On the DOWNLOAD DATA page, two elements that are 

listed as available - Emission Factor for CH4 and % CH4 

Emissions - do not have any data associated with them in 

the downloaded spreadsheets

Accepted Fixed.

Manure 

Management

On the DOWNLOAD DATA page, three elements that are 

listed as available - the Stocks (1000 head) and the 

emission factors - do not have any data associated with 

them. The absence of the former is trivial since it can 

derived from the Stocks (head) element, but the latter 

missing elements cannot be that easily determined.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. Just a problem of visualization of the same element with different 

unit. FAOSTAT IT staff is working on implementation in the near future.

Synthetic 

Fertilizers

On the DOWNLOAD DATA page, two elements that are 

listed as available - Consumption (tonnes) and the N20 

emissions factor - do not have any data associated with 

them.

Accepted Fixed 

Biomass burning

The biomass burned data are available for four major 

crops. However, it may be helpful in the future to also have 

these data available by land cover type (e.g. savannah, 

etc), gridcell or some other spatial categories beyond 

country. It is noted that the LULUC Data do cover carbon 

stocks and removal by Forest Land and Cropland for CO2 

and CO2eq. However, it is not clear how these data could 

be used to recover biomass burning of Non-CO2 GHG by 

other land cover type.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. Additional data on biomass loss by fire are under development and 

planned for 2013.

Data 

Methodology

Explanation of coverage is sound and easy to understand. 

Sections on references, sources and collection, and 

estimation are blank. We look forward to seeing the 

completed version in the future. There is no information on 

GHG data in the methodology section. It would be good for 

this to be included in the final version. 

Accepted
Thank you. Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions 

have now been implemented.

Metadata N/A
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Data functions

The anlaysis section appear to be extremely useful but 

GHG data could not be accessed. Relationships between 

GHG emissions and other data (eg. production and GDP) 

would be valuable. There was also some confusion about 

the variable selection option when using the correlation 

tool. It did not appear to have any effect on the correlation 

table.  

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

Thank you for this important comment. FAOSTAT will soon offer a section that 

will allow the user to compute own indicators by comparing emission data 

among countries and regions, but also by using other FAOSTAT data domains 

to arrive at indicators, for instance, such as GHG emissions/unit product. We 

plan to explore with countries the interest towards a common set of indicators 

other than absolute emission figures, and will implement those that receive 

wide support.

Graphical 

content

Presented well, easily accessible and largely self 

explanatory. Help on interpretation could assist users for 

conducting further analysis. There appears to be 

inconsistent graphical representation for top 10 emitters. 

For example, we searched emissions from dairy and non-

dairy cattle in Australia and the reported figures suggested 

that it was a top 10 emitter. However, it was not shown in 

the graph of top 10 emitters. 

Accepted Fixed.

Data Relevance

There may be scope for some further detail in the items list 

of some sub-domains. For example,  it would be useful to 

have an explicit ‘non-dairy cattle’ item as dairy and non-

dairy cattle are combined. It would also be useful to have 

non-dairy cattle broken down into grazing and feedlot beef 

cattle if possible as the two have very different emissions 

factors and the prevalence of the two systems is changing 

over time. There also does not appear to be a sub-domain 

for emissions from N fixing crops.  The data comparison 

tool was extremely useful in terms of detail as the items 

lists showed emissions and emissions factors by GHG 

type as well as activity data where relevant.

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

The FAOSTAT emissions database uses Tier 1 in order to provide a coherent 

set of emissions data globally. More detailed breakdown is only possible by 

using higher Tiers, for which there is a need to move beyond FAOSTAT activity 

data and towards more geo-spatial information. The process has in fact begun 

via computation of emissions from drained organic soils A larger subset of 

these spatial data are planned in 2013.

Finally, 2006 IPCC guidelines do not contain anymore emissions from N fixing 

crops.

Enteric 

fermentation 
Has good detail with all relevant animals species shown. Accepted Thank you

Manure 

management 

Has good detail regarding animal species but could have 

some detail regarding the contribution of different manure 

management systems to total emissions. 

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. Your comment will be take into consideration for further 

implementations.

Synthetic 

fertiliser 

Classification could be made for irrigated and non-irrigated 

pastures, crop types and different farming system.

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

The FAOSTAT emissions database uses Tier 1 in order to provide a coherent 

set of emissions data globally. More detailed breakdown is only possible by 

using higher Tiers, for which there is a need to move beyond FAOSTAT activity 

data and towards more geo-spatial information. The process has in fact begun 

via computation of emissions from drained organic soils A larger subset of 

these spatial data are planned in 2013.

Manure left on 

pasture 

There could be more options for measuring emissions 

e.g.,  major pasture production system (irrigated, non-

irrigated). 

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

The FAOSTAT emissions database uses Tier 1 in order to provide a coherent 

set of emissions data globally. More detailed breakdown is only possible by 

using higher Tiers, for which there is a need to move beyond FAOSTAT activity 

data and towards more geo-spatial information. The process has in fact begun 

via computation of emissions from drained organic soils A larger subset of 

these spatial data are planned in 2013.

Crop residue Has excellent details. Accepted Thank you

Forest Land

Has one item (net conversion to forestry). Additional 

breakdown into afforestation, reforestation, harvesting and 

deforestation would be useful. 

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOATAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. 

J
R

C General 

comments

future developments could include

- go to Tier 2 methodologies for important source 

categories

- display of intermediate factors (nitrogen excretion rates 

etc)

- comparison of this 'harmonised' approach with national 

data

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

Thank you. Some analyses comparing various Tiers approaches are under way. 

The database may consider inclusion of higher Tier information in the course of 

2013.
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Data 

Methodology

Data View good for the normal user, Data need some 

details for the Specialists.

 Need  emissions  per capita

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. FOASTAT will soon offer a section that 

will allow the user to compute own indicators by comparing emission data 

among countries and regions, but also by using other FAOSTAT data domains 

to arrive at indicators, for instance, such as GHG emissions/unit product. We 

plan to explore with countries the interest towards a common set of indicators 

other than absolute emission figures, and will implement those that receive 

wide support.

Metadata

 Will be better display equations used in the calculations.

Need to display emissions factor for each source of 

emissions such as Sub-domains ( Enteric Fermentation 

,synthetic  fertilizers, animal production ............. etc.)

 prefer to view the data emissions  per capita

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. More detailed information on methodologies, equations and 

examples of the steps for GHG emissions calculation are under development as 

capacity building material to be used in a series of planned workshops for  

member countries in 2013.

Data functions
Prefer to show how the calculations making it easier to get 

better information

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented
See above. 

Graphical 

content

Graphics are clear and expressive purpose for which it 

was prepared.
Accepted Thank you

Data 

Methodology

Source of data should be clearly specified at the opening 

of mapping page. In understand that some of the data are 

based on national FAOSTAT statistics, using official IPPC 

calculation methods only. Other data are calculated in GIS. 

This needs to be clearly stated in mapping page

Accepted

Thank you. Data and methodologies information was improved in several 

sections of the database: in the landing page of the Download Section, in the 

metadata and now can be also downloaded in the Browse Section. 

Metadata

Some metadata are hard to find. See above. To find 

metadata for LULUCF - forest I need to go to download 

first, and click a further link. 

There is an error in the MICCA URL provided within the 

metadata pdf files  

(www.fao.org/climatechange/micca/ghg/ (page does not 

exist?)

Reading metadata is complicated by the fact that the 

browser button "back"  it is unusable, and that the "back" 

link in the page is the only option. If you are reading 

"enteric fermentation" you cannot switch directly to (ex.) 

fertilizers, you need first to go back. Why is so?

Accepted

Metadata descriptions, item classifications and glossary definitions have now 

been implemented and included in the Methods & Standards Section. Graphical 

improvement is still on going.

Fixed.

Now the metadata can be found also in the Methods & Standards Section.

Data functions

The Download table is nice in selection of indicators, but 

the preview is hard to use in case you wish to visualize 

many data (ie national data at a global level). Why not to 

use a table that can be expanded by user instead of a 

frame-sort table? 

Download doesn't work (Modzilla) but this will be probably 

working soon

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. Comments were provided to FAOSTAT IT staff.

For the download the problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Graphical 

content

Nice and rapid!! GHG and LULUCF data have a problem 

related to “no data”. Ex cultivated organic soils or LULUCF 

forest have no data. How to indicate that the “no data” 

depends on the fact that no organic soil (or no forest) is 

present in certain countries)? User cannot be expected to 

know that certain countries does not have forest.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. FAOSTAT is revising several classifications for clarifying the nature 

of ''no data'' messages.

Data Relevance

To avoid critics due to different typologies of calculation, 

better to highlight the calculation used more clearly (see 

above, data methodology)

Accepted Thank you. Methodologies have been improved accordingly.

Manure 

Management

Altough I agree completely with the use of the GAEZ 

climate data, I think that most user will maybe not know 

the database. Also, GAEZ is a complex database, some 

user could not be able to search and download "baseline 

period 1961-1990 temperature". I suggest to insert URL to 

the data or similar, not just the citation

Accepted Thank you. We added the URL.
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Rice cultivation

EF using neighbouring country or global value is likely to 

introduce errors or cause criticisms. IPCC should be urged 

to improve the database . 

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

We share such concern and provide IPCC feedback on such issues. However, 

the use of neighboring country for the EF was chosen --and only in a few cases -

-as a possible better alternative to the global default IPCC value. The Emissions 

database uses improved EF values as they become available through the IPCC 

process.

Synt fertilizers
Fertibase might improve the results? 

http://www.fao.org/ag/agp/fertistat/index_en.htm

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. Work on data improvements beyond FAOSTAT activity data is 

planned for 2013.

Manure applied 

to soils

Good idea to provide separated downloadable data. Why 

not to do the same for maps?

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
FAOSTAT IT is working on the download capacity of the maps in jpeg format.

Manure left on 

Pasture
Same comment as above

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
See above.

Crop residues

Please consider to provide separate data for indirect 

emission in crop and pasture (at least downloadable). It is 

that possible? 

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you, indirect and indirect emissions are already available for download 

for synthetic fertilizers, manure applied to agricultural soils and left on pastures. 

Additional work on cropland and grassland land use categories is planned for 

2013.

Cultivated 

Organic Soils

Insert HWSD url (GLC2000 is there already). As this 

calculation is not strictly IPPC and main lead to critics, 

“You et al” citation is a good idea and should solve this. 

Maybe explain why hystosols only (what hystosols are) as 

some user will not know about it (this is valid in all cases 

where hystosols are mentioned)

Accepted

Thank you. The url has been included. Definition of cultivated organic soils and 

consequently of histosols has been added. IPCC refers to histosols in FAO soil 

classification when defining organic soils.

The methodology used for the emissions assessment follows the IPCC 

guidelines: the innovative part is the identification of the extent of cultivated 

organic soils, using GIS information.

Forest Land

Before opening the metadata pdf, the page that opens to 

compare IPCC and FAOSTAT is not clear. Are mentioned 

forst data in FAOSTAT or not?

Accepted

Thank you. The Resource/Land domain in FAOSTAT has specific terminologies 

and definitions for land use categories that don't match one to one to IPCC land 

use categories. The table is meant to provide to the user more information in 

this regards.

Cropland Same commets as per "Cultivated Organic Soils" above. Accepted See comments 90 and 91 on "Cultivated Organic Soils" above.

Data 

Methodology

The time for the review was a bit short for me. However, I 

found the data and methodology fine.
Accepted

Thank you. We apologize for the timing requested. Nonetheless  the database 

will be open to a continuous feedback process--so please keep comments 

coming

Metadata
I found that the database does not provide data for a single 

year, but average or sum between two years. 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. The data can in fact be retrieved with yearly detail from the 

Download section.

Graphical 

content

Graphical content is fine, however, please see detailed 

comments below.
Accepted Thank you

Data Relevance
Data relevance is high. But, data should be added. Please 

see detailed comments below.
Accepted Thank you

LULUCF

I understand that the database is under development and 

will include more and additional information and features in 

future. As examples of elements to consider in future, I 

would suggest that information on LULUCF is extended to 

include all IPCC land use categories: forest land, cropland, 

grassland, etc. and if possible subcategories: forest land 

remaining forest land, land converted to forest land, etc. 

Information on carbon pools maybe also useful.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOATAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. 

LULUCF

The only item "Net forest conversion" under GHG 

LULUCF>Forest land, does it include all C pools or only 

aboveground living biomass? It will be helpful to prepare a 

"guide for users" to explain the data sources, 

methodological and reporting issues.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A full LULUCF database is planned for 

2013, using geo-spatial information as well as additional data from FRA. Finally, 

the metadata descriptions were improved as suggested.

LULUCF
The comment above is also valid for cropland where the 

only item included is cultivated organic soils.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOATAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. 

LULUCF
Suggest to replace 'Countries/Areas' with 

'Countries/Regions'

Considered/Not 

Accepted
Thank you. The database however needs to follow FAOSTAT standards

LULUCF

When one select the same year for "from year" and "to 

year", in principle one should have data for that single 

year, but the current version of the database does not give 

that data.

Accepted Fixed
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General 

comments

Metadata, it will be good if you provided simplified tables of 

emission factor, rather than just referring the users to IPCC 

Guidelines.  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for your good comment. An explanatory table with IPCC emissions 

factor will be added to the Metadata.

Data 

Methodology

Methodology is clear for most of the categories. The 

description of the methodology associated to conversion of 

forest areas should be described in a clear way, once the 

text say: "(..) GHG emissions data from forest lands are 

currently limited to emissions from net forest conversion to 

non-forest land. They consist of the balance of CO2 

sources and sinks associated with deforestation and 

afforestation activities within a country.(...)". It seems to 

have a inconsistence in these two phrases - the first one 

deals with emissions, and the second, linked by "they" 

deals with C balance.

Accepted Thank you. The metadata has been amended accordingly.

Metadata

Information are generally clearly provided, thus descriptive 

metadata is well cover, as well the specification of the data 

structures are clearly provided. I couldn't find, however, 

metadata information associated to the specific data on 

the downloaded Excel spreadsheets (I don't know also if 

FAO intent to do that).

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. Incorporation of the metadata info to the  downloaded Excel 

spreadsheets is being considered

Data functions

Very clear and easy to browse. Did not find any problem to 

download or preview data on scream. Color codes are in 

general good and clear, highlighting different categories. 

Downloading data was quite straight forward, and has a 

good set of selection options.

"Compare Data" category seamed nonfunctional. Most of 

the comparison I tried showed only one region data.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
The Compare Section is not yet fully implemented.

Graphical 

content

Are in general very good. I suggest to add on the graphs 

and figures produced at "Browse Data" to indicate the time 

that the average 10 year data reflects (e.g, xxGg/y )

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented
Thank you. It will be implemented as soon as possible.

Data Relevance High relevance. Accepted Thank you

Data 

Methodology

Informaitonally, the methodology seems fairly good and 

complete. Structurally, it would be helpful if the 

methodology were more closely linked with the data and 

charts. It is not ideal to have to navigate away from the 

data to find the methodology info.

Accepted The metadata have been made available in the Browse Section.

Metadata adequate. Accepted Thank you

Data functions

When I select a new geographic extent (in the synthetic 

fertilizers tab), the data all redraw, but seem to be the 

same exact as for the "world" data.  Something seems 

broken in the link to the country and continent data.  Also, I 

tried to compare Annex 1 to non-annex 1 countries and 

expected to see many countries removed from shading, 

but they all remained shaded in both geographies.  Maybe 

i don't understand the methods or maybe there is a 

problem.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. Sent to FAOSTAT IT staff for further consideration.

Graphical 

content
Good.  Laid out well and informative. Accepted Thank you

Data Relevance

Good. Relevant to specific applications.  Keep working to 

make it relevant to the broadest possible set of 

stakeholders.

Accepted Thank you

rice cultivation

When I look at rice cultivation and select "least developed 

countries" for the geography, I did not expect it to show 

data for the USA.  This seems to be a problem throughout, 

where changing the geography does not necessarily 

change the map display or the data the way one would 

expect.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. Sent to FAOSTAT IT staff for further consideration.
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enteric 

When I select camels on enteric fermentation, the two pie 

charts still seem to be for all livestock. Then when I select 

a single country, the pie charts yet seem to be for all 

livestock for global extent.

Accepted The graphical layout has been modified to improve readability.

general 

comment

I think some links to help material on the main data screen 

could be used to make the tool more useful.  For example, 

what exactly is the difference in the data for "average" vs 

"sum"?  A "help" popup information window might be really 

useful for adding clarity to these variables.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. FAOSTAT is designing an HELP/Tutorial for facilitating the access 

to the new functions. 

Data 

Methodology

The underlying data appears to have severe limitations in 

some areas (e.g. investment), which could come across in 

a much clearer way.  For example, full metadata 

describing the dataset is only available for the two GHG 

datasets, but not for the other ten datasets, so the data 

source for these is rather unclear, which seems to be the 

biggest deficit of the database to me (probably the source 

is standard FAOSTAT data, but this could also be 

communicated clearly). 

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. Sent to FAOSTAT IT staff for further consideration.

Metadata

Need to clarify some terms such as "'Vegetables fresh 

nes". Need to complete metadata descriptions for all 

dataasets.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. Sent to FAOSTAT IT staff for further consideration.

Data functions

In general, very complete.  Many links are non-functional 

though, probably owing to the the site being under 

development.

Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Graphical 

content

Overall the graphical presentations are very good and 

intuitive. Browse Data: In most of the sub-domeins, only 

the information on the time series and sum/average are 

changed to the one of the specific country/area chosen. 

Figures in the third and fourth rows always show the data 

of most agregated geographical regions and top 10 

emitters.  Those information are not always relevant with 

the countries/areas/ chosen. 

Accepted The graphical layout has been modified to improve readability.

Data Relevance Please see specific comments shown below. Accepted Thank you

Agriculture

Browse Data: When choosing Dairy cattle>Western 

Europe> 1990-2010> Sum, and click, I see the average of 

Western Europe, but top emitters on the bottom are global. 

Is it possible to show regional profile, or the comparioson 

of global and with other regions, for example, to make the 

information more relevant to the regional data 

analysis/comparison?  

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider this as a possibility for data display but need to 

discuss it with FAOSTAT IT staff to identify feasibility.

Agriculture

Browse Data: When choosing Dairy cattle>Western 

Europe> 1990-2010> Sum, and click, I see the average of 

Western Europe, but a graph in the third row shows 

emissions by continent, not regional. Is it possible to show 

regional contribution in the global emissions in this graph?

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider this as a possibility for data display but need to 

discuss it with FAOSTAT IT staff to identify feasibility.



Agriculture

Browse Data: When choosing agriculture. Manure 

management >, when we choose manure management--> 

Malaysia --> 1990-2010 --> average, and scroll down, what 

we see on the top is the emission from Malaysis in the 

map, then Malaysia's trend on the left, and the information 

of global scale, EM growth rage by continent, on the right. 

Then, again, information of global scale comes next, that is 

followed by the emissions by animal of Malaysia. That is a 

bit confusing. The order of the graphs can be changed to 

show country- / region specific ones in the upper space, 

immediately below the map, and place global and/or by 

continent information in the bottom of the page, to avoid 

such confusion.   

Country-specific information of EM by animal can be 

placed next to the coutry's trend to see the significance of 

the category. Information of EM by continent can be moved 

to dowm as the information is too agregated and may not 

provide usuful information to better understand the country-

secific EM from the category.  Additional information could 

be considered to improve the usability. If you can show a 

Accepted The graphical layout has been modified to improve readability.

All
Some improvements could be done on scaling and naming 

of axes for different graphs

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider this as a possibility for data display but need to 

discuss it with FAOSTAT IT staff to identify feasibility.

Both agriculture 

and LULUCF, 

Countries/Areas

Browse Data: Geographical, economic, and other 

institutional categorizations are mixed in the options. 

Options of Countries/Areas could be a bit better organised. 

E.g., by adding sub-headings of <countries>, <regions>, 

<sub-regions>, etc. 

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider this as a possibility for data display but need to 

discuss it with FAOSTAT IT staff to identify feasibility.

Both agriculture 

and LULUCF, 

Countries/Areas

Browse Data: I assume that those regions are relevant 

with the regional categorisation that FAO are normally 

used. Could you add the information or links to show those 

categorisation?  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Very useful comment. The geographical description will be included in the 

Methods & Standards Section as soon as possible.

Both agriculture 

and LULUCF, 

Countries/Areas

Browse Data: Particuraly in the LULUCF page (preferably 

for both agriculture and the LULUCF), climatic zones could 

be added as sub-categories for the options under 

<countries/areas.. This is helpful to indicate the relavence 

with the methodologies to estimate emissions, for 

example. 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

FAOSTAT is currently working at country level. Any sub-categorization within 

countries is not feasible at present.

Forest Land

Browse Data: In the current page, there is no country 

specific data is presented, except for net 

emission/removals of a sum or average of selected period 

of time. Time series data that can be found in the 

"Download Data" option can be presented in the "Browse 

Data" option pages? 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. Unfortunately it is not possible to select other graphical 

representation in the Browse section.

Forest Land

Browse Data: In the current page, there is no country 

specific data is presented, except for net 

emission/removals of a sum or average of selected period 

of time. Graphics to show trends of individual countries 

with amount of gross emissions and removals will increase 

the value of the database significantly.  

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. Unfortunately it is not possible to select other graphical 

representation in the Browse section.

Forest Land

Browse Data: In the current page, there is no country 

specific data is presented, except for net 

emission/removals of a sum or average of selected period 

of time. However, this may be misleading since it is quite 

natural that countries with big land areas tend to have 

bigger emissions and removals comparing with smaller 

countries. Any additional analysis, e.g. emissions per unit 

of land, the information of actual size of forest land, or any 

other indicators used by FAO, can be associated with the 

emission/removal data to avoid misleading.    

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. FAOSTAT will soon offer a section that 

will allow the user to compute own indicators by comparing emission data 

among countries and regions, but also by using other FAOSTAT data domains 

to arrive at indicators, for instance, such as GHG emissions/unit product. We 

plan to explore with countries the interest towards a common set of indicators 

other than absolute emission figures, and will implement those that receive 

wide support.
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Forest Land

Browse Data: Top 10 source/sink countries in the last two 

rows of the page, may be misleading since the units used 

for the axis in the figures are very different. The same unit 

should be used, or amount of sink can be shown together 

with the amount of source in one figure for both net sink 

and source countries.   

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. The scale of each chart is automatically set by the system in order 

to provide the best readability. The sink graph would be unreadable if the same 

scale was applied.

Forest Land

Download Data: currently, data of only net 

emission/removals are availbale in the download site. Is it 

possible to make data of gross emissions and removals 

available for downloading? That will increase the value of 

the database.  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOATAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. 

Download
Preview function for downloadable data didn't work ("err3 : 

SyntaxErrr: Unexpected token")
Accepted Fixed. The problem was due to the limited capacity of the test server.

Download

Download wizard is very intuitive; output options are 

appropriate, with many flexible options regarding data 

selection and output formatting, for example pivot vs table 

output.  The download is also fast ( 2 seconds).

Accepted Thank you.

GHG agriculture

The pie chart may not be needed, while a more detailed 

breakdown of GHGs than the one provided in the "Annex I" 

vs "non-Annex I" line chart could be provided.  Also, the 

growth rate could be indicated on the line chart (secondary 

axis ?), which would also remove the need for the growth 

rate table, thereby freeing space for more relevant 

information.

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. Unfortunately it is not possible to select other graphical 

representation in the Browse section.

GHG agriculture
Top 10 emitters chart could use color coding to distinguish 

between Annex I and non-Annex I.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you, this proposal will be discussed for possible implementation in 2013.

GHG agriculture
World map: Hoovering over a country could show the 

details for that country.

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. However hovering functions would slow down the system 

considerably.

GHG agriculture

When selecting an animal (ex: camels), the information 

provided in the charts is not only related to camels, what 

the user may expect.  For example, the pie chart gives the 

breakdown for all animals, but this is not really relevant 

there.  Also, the top 10 emitters for camels are not 

provided.

Accepted Label for pies and graphs have been improved for clarity

All

Unclear what the various aggregated group of countries 

cover.  Annex I, Non Annex I, Europe, landlocked countries 

etc.  A full table would be required to be complete.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. We have alerted FOASTAT IT staff for consideration.

LULUCF

Not all activities covered under LULUCF (only net forest 

conversion and cultivated org. soils are included). When 

selecting a country, one would expect to have a chart 

showing the trend for that country.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. For consideration in 2013 version

Compare
Those elements/countries for which no data exist for the 

current selection should be greyed out.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. Problems with the Compare functionality 

have been referred to FAOSTAT IT staff.

Compare

Items/elemnts shows that the underlying data is richer than 

that available through the "Browse data" function.  For 

example net forest conversion has 5 sub-items which do 

not seem reachable through the browse function and are 

somewhat "hidden" from the end user.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. Problems with the Compare functionality 

have been referred to FAOSTAT IT staff.

n/a
Univariate stats and linear regressions not available for 

GHG domain.  Would be good to add.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. The Analysis Section is under 

development by FAOSTAT. 

n/a Missing definitions for cropland and forest land. Accepted Definitions were added in metadata sheets

n/a
Methodology for the collection of GHGs is not described in 

the methodology section of the methods and standards.
Accepted Fixed.



General 

comment

1. The Carbon data used for living biomass is incorrect… 

you are applying the 2010 average for all years.
Accepted

The FAOSTAT GHG database uses a gain-loss IPCC 2006 default method to 

compute carbon emissions, E, due to net forest area change, A, using a country 

average estimate of carbon stock in living biomass, C. Assuming as per 2006 

IPCC immediate oxidation of biomass lost: E = A*C (see also response to 

comment 7 below).

The value of the C parameter can be derived from IPCC default (and time 

invariant) factors, however FRA 2010 values were chosen instead, assuming 

better quality with respect to default IPCC values.

The FRA 2010 does not report the C parameter value for years other than 2010. 

This is the reason why we had not used other values relative to the 1990-2010 

covered.

However, in response to this review, additional values were derived for other 

years (1990, 2000, 2005,2010) from the FRA 2010 database, by dividing 

reported total carbon in living biomass by total forest area by country, in order to 

make additional analyses. The findings were as follows: First, the C values 

derived for other years, for the period 1990-2010, were very close to the 2010 C 

values, for all countries, with a few exceptions. Second, re- calculation of C-

emissions by using the new, time dependent FRA2010 C values does not lead 

to statistically significant differences in the database, with respect to using only 

constant FRA 2010 C values. Statistical analyses show no significant difference 

at the 99% confidence level for both global time-series and country level values. 

Third, the recalculations made highlighted that the FRA2010 reported C values 

by country –used in the database—does not coincide with the corresponding 

derived values obtained when dividing FRA2010 reported data on total C in 

living biomass by total forest area. Such differences are nonetheless also not 

statistically significant to data obtained by using fixed computed 2010 and time 

dependent computed C values, with regards to global time-series and country-

level data. Considering these finding, and noting further that: i) IPCC provides C 

default values that are fixed in time for reporting over the period 1990-2010; and 

ii) The nature of the differences in derived parameter C values from the FRA 

2010 over the period 1990-2010 are in any case not clear; it was concluded that 

the use 2010 values for C stock in living biomass throughout the database can 

be retained and shown to be robust. We nonetheless thank this reviewer for 

comments that alerted to a potential problem and forced us to additional 

analyses. The methodological description has been also strengthened as a 

result of this comment.

General 

comment

2. Metadata reads that the completeness is 100% which is 

not true, at least not for Carbon in living biomass
Accepted

100% completeness in the FAOSTAT GHG metadata description indicates that 

all countries (limited to those with non-zero forest area in FAOSTAT) are 

covered. The data series is in this sense 100% complete: for countries where 

the 2010 FRA country parameter value of carbon in living biomass was not 

available, we followed FRA guidelines and used instead the representative 

regional value-- for gap filling. We have improved the methodological 

description in the database to make this clearer to the user.

General 

comment

3. The so called “annual data” is in fact repetitions of FRA 

2010 reporting years data(1990, 2000, 2005 & 2010) e g 

data for 1990 is used for 1991, 1992, 1993, etc. guess this 

is fine but it should not be called annual data. The other 

option is to use the calculated annual data which is found 

in the FAOSTAT database.

Accepted

It is exactly as this reviewers noted. Indeed the net forest change data used 

were derived from the forest area yearly data in FAOSTAT,  the latter obtained 

from interpolating linearly the FRA area data. This is why the rates are constant 

over 5-year intervals--consistently with FAOSTAT. We have improved the 

metadata description to make this issue clearer to the user.

General 

comment

4. All 2000, 2005 and 2010 data are incorrect… e g you 

have used 1990 data for 2000 and 2000 data for 2001, 

2002, 2003, 2004, 2005! And so on… 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

It is unclear what the reviewer refers to with this comment. If the

comment refers to net forest area change values, the reason for the

data being the same across five-year interval is the same as

explained above. This is why the yearly net forest area changes are the same 

across five-year intervals, i.e., 1990-2000, 2000-2005, 2005-2010. We have 

nonetheless improved the metadata description for improved clarity to this end, 

clarifying how we associated a rate of change to specific years.
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General 

comment

5. There are some missing data on Forest area, I cannot 

understand why as it appears to occur a bit randomly, 

which is very odd to say the least…

Considered/Not 

Accepted

There is no missing data on forest area to our knowledge. The reviewer is 

invited to be more specific. In any case, any missing forest area data in input for 

our computations is not a lack of the GHG database, but needs to be referred 

back to the FAOSTAT/FRA database. We would appreciate more specifics so 

we can referred them back to the land use data team of FAOSTAT.

General 

comment

6. When user download the data on area of forest the 

specified unit is incorrect, it should read 1000 ha/year
Accepted Accepted. The units change will be implemented as soon as possible.

General 

comment

I have been looking at the removal figures, trying to figure 

out how they were calculated... Can you please advice if 

the basis for the calculations are the FRA 2010 removals 

data? If yes, I would appreciate if you could explain how 

these data were calculated.

Accepted

We have improved the clarity of the methodological description, in order to 

better explain the methodology applied. In short, we have applied a tier 1 IPCC 

loss-gain method to the net forest area changes, A. This leads to estimating 

carbon emissions, E, as: E= A*C; where C is the FRA reported value of average 

C stock in living biomass for 2010 (see response to comment 1 for more on 

differences between using only 2010 parameter values for C as opposed to 

using 190, 2000, 2005 and 2010 parameter values for C).

The same methodologies we applied are those used by the terrestrial carbon 

cycle community; indeed, our global aggregates coincide with those reported 

recently in Nature (e.g., Friedglinstein et al., 2011).

Data 

Methodology

In the agriculture domain, FAO used default EF and others 

emissions parameters /coefficients. I consider that as a 

regression since some country-specific data are available 

in national inventory reports sent by Party to the 

Secretariat of the UNFCCC. I would like to recommend 

that FAO collect country-specific EF factors where 

available and uses these data instead of default ones from 

IPCC 2006 to ensure the comparability of emissions of 

GHG estimates by IPCC and those from any country. FAO 

can get these data from Inventory report and other 

documents available at the Secretariat of the UNFCCC 

level.

Partially Accepted/Not 

yet implemented

Thank you. The use of Tier 1 EF coefficients in the FAOSTAT emissions is 

intentional, in order to provide a coherent set of emissions data globally. On the 

one hand, more detailed breakdown is only possible by using higher Tiers, for 

which there is a need to move beyond FAOSTAT activity data and towards 

more geo-spatial information. The process has in fact begun via computation of 

emissions from drained organic soils A larger subset of these spatial data are 

planned in 2013. On the other, FAOSTAT may consider inclusion of an 

additional, separate  database using UNFCCC published Tier 2 coefficients in 

2013.

Data Relevance

It is noted that activity data used are from FAO. When 

compared to data from GHG inventory reports submitted to 

UNFCCC Secretariat, differences occurred some times. 

For example in enteric fermentation domain, the difference 

between FAO and national data for Greece when consider 

cattle and swine population size amount 3.8% and 8.6% 

respectively. When consider swine for Germany, the 

difference is 19%. For the comparability purposes, I would 

like to recommend, that when available at a country level, 

FAO used data comparable to country's ones. If FAO 

meets difficulties to get all activities data available at a 

country's level, I recommend FAO to explain the rationales 

about any eventual divergences between FAO and country 

natioanal activity data. 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you for your comment. The priority in use of activity data is necessarily 

set towards FAOSTAT as a default; countries have a right to use other activity 

data for their UNFCCC reporting, as long as they can provide robust justification 

(such as a move towards higher Tier reporting). Potential data discrepancies 

such as the ones mentioned here can nonetheless provide a basis for useful 

country-level discussions with FAO on data processing and gaps.

Enteric 

fermentation

FAO stated that Tier 1 method and EF from IPCC (2006) 

were used. But the values of CH4 EF used are not always 

the same with those from IPCC GL 2006. For example, 

CH4 EF for dairy cattle for France, Nigeria, Benin and 

Togo differ from values suggested by IPCC for Africa and 

Western Europe and no background information 

underlying these differences are not available. This is a 

lack of transparency. I would like to recommend FAO to 

improve the transparency with regard to EF for dairy cattle 

by providing the background information on values used 

when defferent from IPCC ones.

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you for your comments. The EF in question were checked and no such 

difference with IPCC 2006 was found. Indeed, IPCC default EF are those 

specified at the regional level, at Tier 1. 
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All except 

enteric 

fermentation

It is noted that values of EF and others emissions 

parameters /coefficients required are not available per 

country for all subdomain except enteric fermentation for 

wich activity activiry data, CH4 EF, CH4 emissions are 

presented in ''COMPARE DATA''. This enables the 

replication of GHG emissions estimates by all users. But 

for the remaining subdomains, information provided in 

''COMPARE DATA'' are related to emissions estimates 

while background information are missing. FAO just 

suggested to refer to IPCC. I would like to recommend 

FAO, to provide the values of all EF and emissions 

parameters /coefficients  from IPCC used per country as 

did for enteric fermentation subdomain to enable any user 

to ensure the accuracy of default data from IPCC used. I 

encourage FAO take as an example  the file entitled 

locator provided by the Secretariat of th UNFCCC as a tool 

for annex 1 Parties natinal inventory review.

Accepted

Thank you. We have fixed a potential IT problem. Activity data, emissions, and 

EF are now available for download by users for all FAOSTAT categories. Note 

that the 'COMPARE', function in FAOSTAT is not yet fully operational. 

All subdomain

FAO did provide data on uncertaities estimate. It just said 

that uncertainties are due to EF and AD uncertainty and 

FAO aks to refer to IPCC 2006 whithout any information on 

values from IPCC 2006 to be used. I would like to 

recommend FAO to suggest default values from IPCC 

2006 to be considered by each country or region for 

activity data and EF with underlying rationales.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. More work on displaying data uncertainty is ongoing and will be 

implemented in coming months.

Manure left on 

Pasture

The fraction of manure left on pasture that volitizes as NH3 

and Nox and lost through runnoff and leaching are not 

availble in IPCC 2006 and FAO did not provide data used 

and their sources. This is a lack of transparency. I would 

like to recommend FAO to provide the values of this 

parameter and the underlying background information to 

improve the transparency of its estimate.

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you. IPCC 2006 GL do in fact provide such values, as described in the 

metadata sheets provided with the database, which specifies that volatilization 

and leaching factors in IPCC, 2006 can be found in: Vol.4, Ch. 11,  Tab. 11.3.

Cultivated 

Organic Soils

Would you have an explanation why the emissions from 

Brazil & Congo for example seem very low even though we 

know that they have great emissions from drained 

peatlands? 

Considered/Not 

Accepted

Thank you for your comment. Please refer to the metadata description of the 

process followed to determine the GHG emissions in the FAOSTAT database, 

which clarifies that the FAOSTAT estimates are limited to cultivated land and do 

not include yet drained organic soils on grassland or forest. For data 

comparison to other sources, we assume you are referring to the Wetlands Intl. 

Global Peatland publication. In such case it is difficult to evaluate such 

differences, either than hypothesizing that the difference is likely due to the 

different way of identifying the areas with peatlands, as well as the cultivated 

areas. More importantly, It should be noted that the Wetlands report uses an 

unpublished and in fact untraceable paper on the global distribution of histosols, 

so that comparisons are difficult. Finally, that report does not clarify how the 

cultivated or drained areas were identified, and allows for very large variability in 

their own estimation. In conclusion, it is not possible to undergo revision of the 

FAOSTAT data on the basis of this alternative data source.

Cultivated 

Organic Soils

Why India and especially Bangladesh show such a high 

level of emissions, even though we have no knowledge 

that they would have important areas of organic soils?

Considered/Not 

Accepted

For Bangladesh, the same rationale applies as above in terms of cropland 

versus grassland emissions--and additional problems with data sources. India 

has actually a relatively high level of emissions also from Wetlands Intl., 

although quite lower than it results in our estimation. We have nonetheless 

made extensive comparisons between the FAOSTAT data and UNFCCC 

national reporting, indicating good agreement between the FOASTAT and the 

country estimates.

Graphical 

content
Excellent  Accepted Thank you

Data Relevance very relevant and useful to compare with other results Accepted Thank you

Forest Land

Since this is just Co2, should give the results as CO2, not 

CO2 equivalent that may mislead the reader to think there 

are other GHG emissions included.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. Currently the two categories are identical because only CO2 

sources are assessed. The database elements have been created only to allow 

for future expansion of data to other, non-CO2 emission sources and sinks.
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Forest Land

Pie chart of "Net emissins/removal by source continen"t: 

Bit confusing that it says "net emissions/removals" but is 

only the source countries, also it is the % contribution not 

the net amount.  Suggest "Realtive contribution of 

continents that are net sources.  But would also be sueful 

to give the actual amounts as well as the %.  To 

accompany would also be useful to have the "realtive 

contribution of continents that are net sinks"

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. We will improve the pie chart in the coming months, alongside the 

planned additions to the land use section of the database.

Forest Land

World map "net emissions/removals by country CO2 

equivalent)" the units if they are average over the period 

should be Gigagrams/year

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented
Thank you. We are changing the net forest removal units accordingly

Forest Land

 Bar charts of top 10 source and sink countries:  the units if 

they are average over the period should be 

Gogagrams/year, and don’t need "equivalent" as it is just 

CO2

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented
See above responses 163 and 165

Forest Land

Net emissions/removals growth rate by source continent:  

is this the % change over the whole period from 1990 to 

2010, or is the the mean annual % change over the 

period?  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

We agree there is a need for improved clarification. We are working with 

FAOSTAT staff to change description of this chart accordingly. It is yearly 

growth rate.

Forest Land
Would be great to see the world total number somewhere 

in the visualisation

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider how to insert such totals in the landing pages of 

each emission categories.

Forest Land

really interesting to be able to split b AnnexI and non-

annex I, but in reality when I choose this option it does not 

alter the maps or graphics e.g to show my the top 10 

annex I source and sink countries, or to show only annex I 

countries highlighted on the world map

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. We will consider this as a possibility for data display but need to 

discuss it with FAOSTAT IT staff to identify feasibility.

Forest Land

world map key: it seems odd to have a category of 1 or -1.  

does this actually mean between -1 to -10,000; _ 10,000 to 

-20,000 an then >-20,000 for sinks and the same for 

sources

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thanks. It does mean what you suggested. Unfortunately we had to play around 

with color palettes and data intervals in order to obtain the color classification 

needed for this map. We are working with FAOSTAT IT staff to ensure 

improved clarity of the meaning of this data range.

Forest Land

Could be interesting to add an explanation for clarify if also 

below ground biomass have been considered for Carbon 

stock in living forest biomass (Mg of Carbon per Ha) data. 

Looks clear that IPCC 2006 methodology has been used 

with its Gain-Loss method.Under Tier 1 this pool can be 

considered zero, but since emission factors come from 

country-specified estimates, it is not enough transparent  

to derive if finally BGB is considered.

Accepted

Thank you. Indeed, we have modified metadata sheets and info description to 

specify that the FRA (country-provided) values used are for total carbon in living 

biomass, i.e., both above and below ground values were considered.

Forest Land

From the description provided in the methodology , we can  

think some how and after have the option to choose result 

in CO2 units and CO2 equivalent units, that emission from 

CH4 and NO2 from biomass burning in deforestation 

activities are included. However after have a look at some 

countries where biomass burning from deforested activities 

are expected, the result of Net emission removal in CO2 

units and in CO2 equivalent units is the same. Could be 

interesting add explicit information regarding this issue or 

remove the option to choose CO2 eq in Forest land 

category.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you. Currently the two categories are identical only because only CO2 

sources are assessed. The database elements have been created only to allow 

for future expansion of data to other, non-CO2 emission sources and sinks.

Forest Land

Often,I am not able to download or obtain the preview of 

the selected data in Classic Selection Mode or Wizard 

Selection Mode. (it appears a error message)

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. We have alerted FOASTAT IT staff for consideration.

Forest Land

When we are downloading data for some countries and 

after that, we clean the selection to choose another 

countries, the system keeps the previous items and 

countries selected. This could be not handy in some 

situations.

Considered/Not yet 

implementable
Thank you. We have alerted FOASTAT IT staff for consideration.
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Forest Land

In Wizard selection mode we can choose FL remaininng 

FL data, Land converted to FL data, and Net Forest 

conversion. For some countries (I did not check it  for all of 

them) values of Land converted to FL and Net Forest 

conversion are equal. It means, all the conversions come 

from increase of forest without any deforested areas 

which, seems strange but could be possible. Could be 

interesting to clarify this situation, adding also information 

about Forest in conversion to other lands.

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. First, problems with the Wizard 

functionality have been referred to FAOSTAT IT staff; the database does not 

have currently data on conversion to FL as a separate data item. More 

substantially, it is indeed possible that some countries may have only 

afforestation data--often the case with European countries. We have improved 

the metadata description to clarify definitions used and the relation between 

FAOSTAT and FRA data to this end. Finally, some of these issues will be 

solved as a more complete Land Use database is planned for 2013, using 

FAOSTAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, where available. 

Forest Land

Areas data processing could be not consistent across the 

countries. For some countries (e.g DNK) FL remaining FL 

area, is anually update with Land converted to forest land 

(same value as the net forest conversion area) and for 

other (e.g.Spain), the FL remaining FL area is constant 

acrros the Time Series (1990-2010) even when each year 

a increase of FL area is shown (i.e. Land converted to 

forest land). It could be an issue regarding to transition 

period, linked with "land converted to Forest land" but 

seems it is not applied in the same way for all the 

countries.

Accepted

thank you. We believe this is a misunderstanding related to the nature of the 

current database and its data context. As a result, however, we have better 

clarified throughout the database (browser available info, metadata sheets and 

view pages, that the FAOSTAT Emissions database is currently limited to net 

forest conversion as a single category. There is no data relative to land 

converted to forest. All data are net area changes, linearly interpolated by 

FAOSTAT from five-yearly values provided by FRA.

Forest Land

When we download the preview of Area, Carbon stock in 

living forest biomass, and Net emissions/removals data for 

a country in a year; and FL remaining FL, Land converted 

to FL and Net forest conversion was selected, appear a 

table where only Carbon stock in living biomass for Net 

forest conversion is shown while for FL remaining and land 

converted to FL is undefined. This values appears as a 

constant national value across the time series. Could be 

interesting fill out the table, by adding this parameter also 

for FL remaining and Land in conversions to FL if the value 

is the same, or explain how was selected especifically for 

Forest in conversion.

Accepted

See above. 175 and 176. Modifications have been implemented to ensure the 

users can only see data relative to net forest conversion. The wizard function 

now does not show land converted to FL as a separate category.

Graphical 

content

Graphical content is quite nice. However,  I am not clear 

whether selecting a particular country serves any real 

purposel because one can see the GHG data for any 

country even after having selected any other country in the 

dropdown list. It would be better to display the entire  time-

series of emissions/removals for the selected country in 

the form of a graph or table. 

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. The interface you tested is the same for agriculture and land use 

sections and may require more flexibility to meet different data features 

between the two domains. This will be considered in the coming months. 

However, a certain amount of information displayed on the landing page is in 

fact country specific, such as emission trends as well as breakdown by sub-

category (example: enteric fermentation by type of animal). These features were 

nonetheless updated in order to group country-specific graphs and information 

together. separately form fixed information (i.e., growth rates by continent). 

Finally, full country level data can be accessed to via the download functions.

Data Relevance

1) The emissions/removals categories do not correspond 

to the IPCC categories. It would be useful to have the 

option to display the results in terms of IPCC categories; 2) 

The GHG data  is  presented in the form of  either  time-

series "average" or "sum". Even the GHG data for 

individual years obtained  by selecting the same "from" 

and "to" years in the "sum" option  is  just the "average" for 

the whole time-series (1990-2010).   It means that even 

the "sum" data presented is nothing but the number of 

years times the average for 1990-2010. Is it not possible to 

estimate actual GHG emissions/removals and for 

individual years and display them for the entire time-series 

together?

Considered/Not yet 

implementable

Thank you. This is a good comment, but it points to a larger issue related to 

functionality of FAOSTAT3. We have alerted FOASTAT IT staff for 

consideration.

Forest Land

"Forest Land" only includes  "Net forest conversion". 

However, it leaves out emissions/removals from 

unconverted forests. It is therefore not complete in that 

sense. 

Accepted

We have revised and added information to the user so that it clarifies the nature 

of the data currently available in the database. However in terms of the 

metadata sheet, for the specific category ''net forest conversion'' the data being 

referred to as 100% complete only indicates that all countries with forest area 

have a emission value.
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Forest Land

"Forest Land" only includes  "Net forest conversion". 

However, it leaves out emissions/removals from 

unconverted forests. It is therefore not complete in that 

sense. Furthermore, in the GPG LULUCF and 2006 IPCC 

Guidelines, Forest Land category doesn’t actually include 

emissions/removals from forest conversion (these are 

reported under the subsequent land use categories such 

as Cropland: Land Converted to Cropland). So it would 

make direct comparison with UNFCCC reporting  using the 

2006 IPCC Guidelines and GPG LULUCF.  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOSTAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. Improved mapping between the FAOSTAT data and LULUCF 

IPCC category will be improved during that process.

Cropland

"Cropland" only includes cultivated organic soils and 

leaves out all the other types of systems. This clearly 

needs a lot of work in order to serve as a meaningful 

reference data for GHG inventories.  

Accepted/Not yet 

implemented

Thank you for this important comment. A more complete Land Use database is 

planned for 2013, using FAOSTAT and other geo-spatial information from FAO, 

where available. Improved mapping between the FAOSTAT data and LULUCF 

IPCC category will be improved during that process.


